
Subject: Richard Rudis at Sound Healing Conference

Richard Rudis will be presenting a workshop at The Second International Sound
Healing Conference in Santa Fe, New Mexico, USA, November 8 - 12, 2007.

Richard Rudis (Karma Sonam Dorje), has been studying Eastern philosophy and
Tibetan Buddhism in the Himalayas and the USA for over 25 years.

He has been teaching Buddhist Dharma using the vehicle of vibrational healing
for nearly 20 years. He offers certification programs in Vibrational Healing via
the exclusive use of Himalayan (Buddhist) Sacred Sound Instruments.

In Richard's experiential workshop, "Sacred Sound/Vibrational Healing Gong Bath:
A sojourn into vibrational sound healing," you will be asked to assume a
meditational position or to lay on the floor with your crown chakra towards the
Gong.

The 'Bath' you will receive is an unforgettable event, which will soothe,
inspire, heal and awaken your spirit. It begins with the intrinsic harmonizing
properties of the Himalayan Singing Bowls and other Buddhist ritual instruments.

The voices of the Bowls calm and center - paving a path into which the
transformational sound waves of the Gong blend. You are bathed with rising and
falling rhythms, tonalities and multi-tonal octaves of healing vibrations.

The Gong is precisely tuned to match the vibratory signature of our planet Earth
as she journeys with the Sun.  The harmonic, sometimes piercing, resonance
reduces stress and induces natural healing - physically, mentally and
spiritually.

Richard will teach you the proper use of the Himalayan Sacred Sound Instruments
to alter consciousness and to stimulate physical healing. You will be introduced
to fundamental Tibetan Buddhist Dharma teachings, prepared especially for the
Western mind, and provided within the context of the sacred vibrational
instruments and their therapeutic usage.  Richard will introduce you to the
Himalayan sacred metal instruments with a focus on their cultural and historical
foundations, creation and usage.

You will participate in experiential demonstrations of practical vibrational
medicinal techniques including Tingshaw diagnostics, Ganta/Vajra treatment
layouts (for the purpose of motivating and advancing the healing process), as
well as Himalayan Bowl patterning (for the purpose of altering consciousness,
balancing brain functions, promoting internal harmony and to initialize physical
healing at the cellular level).



Other esteemed presenters at this conference include David Darling, Jonathan
Goldman, Layne Redmond, Jeffrey Thompson, Barbara Crowe, Katyayani Poole, Hasu
Patel, Don Campbell, Silvia Nakkach, Steven Halpern, Arthur Harvey, Cynthia
Snodgrass, Christina Tourin, Masaru Emoto, Freddy Silva, Wayne Perry, Joshua
Leeds and many other presenters.

Come celebrate yourself with morning Sound Healing and Movement classes,
Chanting and Improvisation classes, 5 special evening events and much more.
Recharge your spirit!

Early registration discounts are available now.

AND  -  19.5 CEs are available for those that need them.

For more information or to sign-up, contact:
The Message Company
4 Camino Azul
Santa Fe, NM 87508
phone 505-474-0998
fax 505-471-2584
email: message@bizspirit.com

Visit our website at: http://www.bizspirit.com

Help support this conference by sending this email to your friends and
associates.  You may also post this text to your website.

You are receiving this email from The Message Company.  To ensure delivery to
your inbox, please add james@bizspirit.com to your address book and possibly add
a filter exception.


